
Civ Pro Outline Fall 2021 (Pucillo)
1. Course Overview
A. Overview of the federal-state judicial system
B. Sources of Law

a. US Constitution
i. Article 111 Section 1- The judicial power of the US is SCOTUS. Judges

shall receive compensation which will not be diminished during their
career.

ii. Article 111 Section 2- Judicial power extends to all cases affecting
ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls to controversies which
the US is a party. to controversies between two or more states;--between a
state and citizens of another state;--between citizens of different
states;--between citizens of the same state claiming lands under grants of
different states, and between a state, or the citizens thereof, and foreign
states, citizens or subjects. In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public
ministers and consuls, and those in which a state shall be party, the
Supreme Court shall have original jurisdiction. In all the other cases
before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction,
both as to law and fact, with such exceptions, and under such regulations
as the Congress shall make.

b. US Code
i. 28 USC 1331 Federal question- The districts courts have original jd of all

civil actions arising under the laws of the US. Parties can bring disputes
within fed jd to the district courts, either as an original jd or by removal;
remaining disputes must be handled in the first instance by the state courts
(subject to possibility of review in the supreme court on the issue of
federal law)

ii. 28 USC 1332(a) diversity of citizenship; amount in controversy; costs-
district courts have original jd of all civil actions when matter in
controversy exceeds the sum or value of $75,000, and is between:

1. Citizens of different states
2. Citizens of a state and citizens/subjects of a foreign state, district

courts shall not have original jd under this subsection between
citizens of a state and citizens/subject of a foreign state who are
lawful permanent residences in US and are domiciled in the same
state

3. Citizens of different states and citizens/subjects of a foreign state
are additional parties; and

4. A foreign state, as plaintiff and citizens of a state or of different
states (any entity which is a separate legal person, corporate, or
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otherwise and which is an organ of a foreign state, political
subdivision, or foreign state whose ownership interest is owned by
a foreign state or political subdivision)

c. FCRP- only in federal court
i. FRCP 1 Scope and purpose- These rules should be construed,

administered, and employed by the court and the parties to secure the just,
speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding.

ii. FRCP 3 Commencing an action- A civil action is commenced by filing a
complaint with the court.

iii. FRCP 12(b) Defenses and Objections: When and How Presented; Motion
for Judgment on the Pleadings; Consolidating Motions; Waiving Defenses;
Pretrial Hearing- how to present defense- Every defense to a claim for
relief in any pleading must be asserted in the responsive pleading if one is
required. But a party may assert the following defenses by motion:

1. (1) lack of subject-matter jurisdiction;
2. (2) lack of personal jurisdiction;
3. (3) improper venue;
4. (4) insufficient process;
5. (5) insufficient service of process;
6. (6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; and
7. (7) failure to join a party under Rule 19.
8. A motion asserting any of these defenses must be made before

pleading if a responsive pleading is allowed. If a pleading sets out
a claim for relief that does not require a responsive pleading, an
opposing party may assert at trial any defense to that claim. No
defense or objection is waived by joining it with one or more other
defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or in a motion.

iv. FRCP 85 Title- these rules may be cited as the FRCP
C. Phases of a civil action
2. Federal subject-matter jurisdiction (general smj- state courts; limited smj- federal courts-
plaintiff typically wants state and defendant wants federal)

A. Article III and judicial power of the US
a. US Constitution, Art. III Sections 1, 2- stated above^

B. Original Jurisdiction
a. Diversity Jurisdiction

i. Complete diversity- no party on one side may be a citizen of the same
state as any party on the other side- no smj over anything if complete
diversity isn’t satisfied

ii. 28 USC 1332(a) (stated above^), (b), and (c)(1)-
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1. 1332(b)- Except when express provision therefor is otherwise
made in a statute of the United States, where the plaintiff who files
the case originally in the Federal courts is finally adjudged to be
entitled to recover less than the sum or value of $75,000, computed
without regard to any setoff or counterclaim to which the
defendant may be adjudged to be entitled, and exclusive of interest
and costs, the district court may deny costs to the plaintiff and, in
addition, may impose costs on the plaintiff.

2. 1332(c)(1)- a corporation shall be deemed to be a citizen of every
State and foreign state by which it has been incorporated and of the
State or foreign state where it has its principal place of business
(representative of decedent would be deemed citizen of same state
of decedent for diversity purposes)

iii. Diversity Jd p. 938-39
1. John Doe defendants- plaintiff must claim john doe D is off diverse

citizenship to sue D in federal court
2. For purposes of removal- D sued under fictitious names shall be

disregarded
3. Statutes of limitations- saving statutes give P a grace period (30

days-a full year)
4. SMJ, unlike personal, cannot be based on consent or action of

parties or on theories of estoppel
iv. 28 USC 1359 parties collusively joined or made- A district court shall not

have jurisdiction of a civil action in which any party, by assignment or
otherwise, has been improperly or collusively made or joined to invoke the
jurisdiction of such court. (seeks to control manipulation)

v. Americold v. ConAgra- fire occurred in warehouse owned by Amerigold
and caused a groups of corps, including Conagra, foods to perish;
corporations take the citizenship of its members- decline to apply the same
rule to an unincorporated entity that applies to a corporation

vi. Hertz Corp v. Friend- Corporation shall be deemed to be a citizen of any
state which it was incorporated and of the state where it has its principal
place of business (28 USC 1332(c)(1); principal place of business refers to
the place where the corporation’s high-level officers direct, control, and
coordinate the corporation’s activities- also called the nerve center or the
corporations headquarters

vii. P. 942-46 Amount in controversy- P must establish diversity and satisfy
the amount in controversy requirement of $75,000. Monetary minimum to
exclude inconsequential cases from federal courts. Sum claimed by P
controls if the claim was made in good faith. Dismissal is required when it



appears to a legal certainty that the claim is far less than the jurisdictional
amount

1. Bc affirmative defenses can be waived, the court cannot at the time
of filing be certain that any given affirmative defense will be
applied to the case

2. Moving party approach- focuses on the perspective of the party
invoking federal court jd

3. Actions for nonmonetary relief- from P or D’s perspective as long
as it meets the minimum

4. Class action fairness act 1332(d)- authorizes jd in class actions that
aggregate at least $5 million

5. Counterclaim by D- cannot be added to satisfy AIC when P’s claim
is less than the jurisdictional amount (compulsory counterclaim)

b. Arising Under (or federal question) jurisdiction
i. 28 USC 1331- district courts have original jurisdiction over all civil

actions arising under the constitution, laws, or treaties of the US; federal
law counterclaims do not confer jd under 1331

ii. Well pleaded complaint rule- Louisville&Nashville RR v. Mottley-
contract for Mottley to receive free passes, law changed and prohibited it.
Courts jd must be determined from the P’s complaint; federal law
counterclaim would fail the well pleaded complaint rule because reliance
on the counterclaim to establish arising under jd would undermine the P’s
role as master of the complaint and would undermine the clarity and ease
of the doctrine

C. Supplemental Jurisdiction
a. P. 975-77 United mine workers v. Gibbs- do the claims derive from a common

nucleus of operative fact, if they do it is not an abuse of discretion to combine the
federal and state claims

b. FRCP 13(a)(1), 13(b), 13(g), 14(a), 19(a)(1), 20(a), 23(a), 24
i. FRCP 13(a)(1) compulsory counterclaim- A pleading must state as a

counterclaim any claim that—at the time of its service—the pleader has
against an opposing party if the claim: (A) arises out of the transaction or
occurrence that is the subject matter of the opposing party's claim; and (B)
does not require adding another party over whom the court cannot acquire
jurisdiction.

ii. FRCP 13(b) permissive counterclaim- A pleading may state as a
counterclaim against an opposing party any claim that is not compulsory.

iii. FRCP 13(g) Crossclaim Against a Coparty- A pleading may state as a
crossclaim any claim by one party against a coparty if the claim arises out
of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the original



action or of a counterclaim, or if the claim relates to any property that is
the subject matter of the original action. The crossclaim may include a
claim that the coparty is or may be liable to the crossclaimant for all or
part of a claim asserted in the action against the crossclaimant.

iv. FRCP 14(a) third party practice- When a Defending Party May Bring in a
Third Party. (1) Timing of the Summons and Complaint. A defending party
may, as third-party plaintiff, serve a summons and complaint on a
nonparty who is or may be liable to it for all or part of the claim against it.
But the third-party plaintiff must, by motion, obtain the court's leave if it
files the third-party complaint more than 14 days after serving its original
answer.

v. FRCP 19(a)(1) required joinder of parties-Persons Required to Be Joined
if Feasible.

1. (1) Required Party. A person who is subject to service of process
and whose joinder will not deprive the court of subject-matter
jurisdiction must be joined as a party if:

2. (A) in that person's absence, the court cannot accord complete
relief among existing parties; or

3. (B) that person claims an interest relating to the subject of the
action and is so situated that disposing of the action in the person's
absence may:

4. (i) as a practical matter impair or impede the person's ability to
protect the interest; or

5. (ii) leave an existing party subject to a substantial risk of incurring
double, multiple, or otherwise inconsistent obligations because of
the interest.

vi. FRCP 20(a) permissive joinder of parties- persons Who May Join or Be
Joined.

1. (1) Plaintiffs. Persons may join in one action as plaintiffs if:
2. (A) they assert any right to relief jointly, severally, or in the

alternative with respect to or arising out of the same transaction,
occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences; and

3. (B) any question of law or fact common to all plaintiffs will arise
in the action.

vii. FRCP 23(a) class actions- Prerequisites. One or more members of a class
may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all members only
if:

1. (1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is
impracticable;

2. (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class;



3. (3) the claims or defenses of the representative parties are typical
of the claims or defenses of the class; and

4. (4) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the
interests of the class.

viii. FRCP 24 intervention- Intervention of Right. On timely motion, the court
must permit anyone to intervene who:

1. (1) is given an unconditional right to intervene by a federal statute;
or

2. (2) claims an interest relating to the property or transaction that is
the subject of the action and is so situated that disposing of the
action may as a practical matter impair or impede the movant's
ability to protect its interest, unless existing parties adequately
represent that interest.

ix. P. 977-81 Owen Co v. Kroger- pendent party jd thought to arise in the
context of federal question proceedings; pendent claim jd extended to
related state law claims (both have little relevance to diversity)

x. 28 USC 1367(a), (b), (c)-
1. 1367(a)- extends supplemental jd of the districts courts, extending

to all claims that are so related to the claims in the civil action of
which the court has original jd as to form part of the same case or
controversy within the meaning of article 3. Supplemental jd shall
include claims that involve the joinder or intervention of additional
parties

2. 1367(b)- stated goal to implement the principal rationale of
Kroger; in cases where district court obtains original jd on basis of
1332, (b) sets forth a series of expectations that qualify the broad
grant of supplemental jd in (a); exceptions only apply to claims by
Ps; forbids assertion of supplemental jd over claims by Ps against
other parties joined under rules 14, 19, 20, and 24, when exercising
such jd would be inconsistent with the requirements of 1332

3. 1367(c) to dismiss- court may decline to exercise smj over a claim
under (a) if:

a. Claim raises a novel or complex issue of state law
b. Claim substantially predominates over claim or claims over

which district court has original jd
c. In exceptional cases, there are other compelling reasons for

denying jd
xi. P. 981-98 interpreting the supplemental jd statute-

1. Ortega v. Starkist- where elements of jd are present and at least one
named P inaction satisfies the AIC requirement, 1367 authorizes



supplemental jd over the claims of the other Ps in the same
case/controversy

2. Exxon Mobil v. Allapattah Inc- extension of supplemental jd to
class members in class action- once a court has original jd over
some claims in the action, it may exercise supplemental jd over
additional claims that are a part of the same claim/controversy

3. Mine workers v. Gibbs- if one P satifies the AIC, the court may
exercise smj over additonal claims in the same case or controversy

4. Zahn- any P that doesn’t meet the AIC requirement must be
dismissed from the case even though others satisfy it

a. 1332 (a) required complete diversity
b. If the district court had original jd over at least one claim,

jd statues implicitly authorized supplemental jd over all
other claims

c. Even with b, jd statutes did not authorize supplemental jd
over additional claims involving other parties

d. 1367(a) confers supplemental jd over all claims, including
those that don’t satisfy the AIC requirement

e. Indivisibility theory and contamination theory rejected
5. Clark- claims that are jd defective as to AIC do not destroy original

jd over other claims- original jd of all civil actions means the same
thing in 1331 and 1332

6. 1367(a) overrules Clark and Zahn
3. Removal from state court to federal court

a. P. 1000-02- Removal allows Ds to overrule Ps choice to litigate in state court and take the
case to federal court and they may do so if the state court proceeding was within the
original jd of the district court, either on the basis of diversity of citizenship or as a case
arising under federal law- de facto preference for removal to federal court when
applicable

b. 28 USC 1441(a), (b)(2) removal of civil actions-
i. 1441(a)Generally. Except as otherwise expressly provided by Act of Congress,

any civil action brought in a State court of which the district courts of the United
States have original jurisdiction, may be removed by the defendant or the
defendants, to the district court of the United States for the district and division
embracing the place where such action is pending.

ii. 1441(b)(2) removal based on diversity of citizenship- A civil action otherwise
removable solely on the basis of the jurisdiction under section 1332(a) of this title
may not be removed if any of the parties in interest properly joined and served as
defendants is a citizen of the State in which such action is brought.

c. 28 USC 1446(a), (b), © procedure for removal of civil actions-
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i. 1446(a) generally- A defendant or defendants desiring to remove any civil action
from a State court shall file in the district court of the United States for the district
and division within which such action is pending a notice of removal signed
pursuant to Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and containing a short
and plain statement of the grounds for removal, together with a copy of all
process, pleadings, and orders served upon such defendant or defendants in such
action.

ii. 1446(c)Requirements; Removal Based on Diversity of Citizenship.
1. (1)A case may not be removed under subsection (b)(3) on the basis of

jurisdiction conferred by section 1332 more than 1 year after
commencement of the action, unless the district court finds that the
plaintiff has acted in bad faith in order to prevent a defendant from
removing the action.

2. (2)If removal of a civil action is sought on the basis of the jurisdiction
conferred by section 1332(a), the sum demanded in good faith in the initial
pleading shall be deemed to be the amount in controversy, except that—

a. (A)the notice of removal may assert the amount in controversy if
the initial pleading seeks—

i. (i)nonmonetary relief; or
ii. (ii)a money judgment, but the State practice either does not

permit demand for a specific sum or permits recovery of
damages in excess of the amount demanded; and

b. (B)removal of the action is proper on the basis of an amount in
controversy asserted under subparagraph (A) if the district court
finds, by the preponderance of the evidence, that the amount in
controversy exceeds the amount specified in section 1332(a).

iii. 1446(b) requirements-
1. (1)The notice of removal of a civil action or proceeding shall be filed

within 30 days after the receipt by the defendant, through service or
otherwise, of a copy of the initial pleading setting forth the claim for relief
upon which such action or proceeding is based, or within 30 days after the
service of summons upon the defendant if such initial pleading has then
been filed in court and is not required to be served on the defendant,
whichever period is shorter.

2. (2)
a. (A)When a civil action is removed solely under section 1441(a), all

defendants who have been properly joined and served must join in
or consent to the removal of the action.
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b. (B)Each defendant shall have 30 days after receipt by or service on
that defendant of the initial pleading or summons described in
paragraph (1) to file the notice of removal.

c. (C)If defendants are served at different times, and a later-served
defendant files a notice of removal, any earlier-served defendant
may consent to the removal even though that earlier-served
defendant did not previously initiate or consent to removal.

3. (3) if the case is not removable by initial pleading, removal may be filed
within 30 days after first ascertained that the case is/has become
removable

d. 28 USC 1447(c), (e) procedure after removal generally-
i. 1447(c)- a motion to remand the case on basis of any defect other than the lack of

smj must be made within 30 days after filing notice of removal under 1446(a)
ii. 1447(e)- court may deny joinder or permit joinder and remand action to state

court; if after removal P seeks to join additional Ds whose joinder would destroy
smj, court may deny joinder and remand action to state court

e. P. 1002-06-
i. fraudulent joinder doctrine/improper joinder- focuses strictly on the legal

justification for the claim against the nondiverse D, the motive of the P seeking to
avoid removal does not make the joinder fraudulent

ii. Well drafted complaint- identifies the parties, their respective states of residence,
and their liability under the state law and cannot be overstated; P may need
discovery to remand

iii. Federal question claim- will trigger the availability of removal without regard to
citizenship of the parties and the AIC; a substantial federal question claim will
assert supplemental jd and potentially allow the assertion of removal jd over all
claims and parties that satisfy the relatedness test of 1367(a)

iv. Bedrock principle- an individual or entity named as a D is not obligated to engage
in litigation unless notified of the action and brought under a court’s authority by
formal process

v. Rule of unanimity- all of the Ds must join in or consent to the removal of the
action in order for it be effective

f. P. 1007-10 Murphy brothers- a 2nd D would have no duty to take action in the litigation
until formally served with process- last served rule

g. Defects in removal: (1-3 limited to actions which the federal smj applies solely to 1332)
1. Lack of federal smj
2. D is sued in state of citizenship
3. Removes after 1 year- D didn’t realize and had no basis to, may allege bad

faith on P
4. NOR filed more than 30 days



5. Non-consenting D- may be eliminated
6. D files NOR in wrong district

4. Personal Jurisdiction: The traditional framework
a. Pennoyer v. Neff- anything goes if the person is already in the forum

i. Fraudulent inducement onto the forum- goal is for personal service of process
ii. In personam- may be enforced against property of D so in personam judgments

often have an impact on property
iii. In rem- effective only to the extent that it extinguishes the claimed rights of

persons in property involved, so that it has a personal impact on them despite the
description

iv. Jd in personam- court can enter valid judgment in personam only when jd has
been obtained by personal service of process in the state, although it doesn’t
matter that the D was present in the state briefly

v. Reducto ad absurdum- ex) D on plane flying over state- transient jd permits a
state to exercise jd over a D even if he was only present in the state for a short
period of time

vi. Jd in rem- physical presence of property in state
vii. Pure in rem actions- the state sought to bound the rights of the entire world in a

piece of property within a state’s boarders
viii. In the nature of rem action- while the state sought to bind merely rights in a

particular piece of property, it did so only as to specifically named individuals; to
adjudicate rights in property located within the state

ix. Limited appearance- to appear to defend suit up to the value of the property
without implicitly consenting to full in personam jd; every state has exclusive jd
of persons and property within it and that no state may exercise direct jd over
persons or property outside of it

b. Mitchell v. Neff
i. P. 903-05 consent to suit in forum- entering a general appearance constitutes

consent to proceeding in the jd selected by P; D may consent to jd in advance of
suit; entry judgment without prior notice valid if parties have equal bargaining
power

ii. Forum selection clauses- advances choice of the forum for any disputes; forum
selection clause can trump otherwise valid jd

iii. Due process
1. fair/reasonable
2. Consistent with the traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice

iv. Acquiring personal jd- either the court has personal jd or it doesn’t
(1-3-traditional)

1. D’s voluntary appearance (general)
2. Personal service of process on D in forum state



3. seizure/attachment of D’s property in forum state (quasi in rem) - no
longer valid to achieve personal jd

4. Consent to suit in the forum state (in advance)- before suit was filed
5. Domicile in forum state- even if out of the state, you can be served by the

state which you are a domiciliary of (a) contacts and b) Asahi factors)
6. Contacts with the forum state; D purposefully avails itself of the privilege

of conducting activities in the forum state and invokes the benefits and
protections of the forum state (anytime someone voluntarily enters a state;
fills in the gap in the case of an absent D) - suit usually needs to relate to
the contacts in the forum state

5. Service of Process
A. The service requirements of Rule 4 Summons

i. (1) Contents. A summons must:
b. (A) name the court and the parties;
c. (B) be directed to the defendant;
d. (C) state the name and address of the plaintiff's attorney or—if unrepresented—of

the plaintiff;
e. (D) state the time within which the defendant must appear and defend;
f. (E) notify the defendant that a failure to appear and defend will result in a default

judgment against the defendant for the relief demanded in the complaint;
g. (F) be signed by the clerk; and
h. (G) bear the court's seal.

B. P. 908-10 Manner of serving process
a. Ordinary way to give the D notice of the action is through service of the summons

and complaint
b. Capias ad respondendum- service had to be by the sheriff, in person, and notice

was not a problem; notice remained a secondary consideration
c. Today, it’s an exercise of the court’s power through the summons, which directs

the D to file an answer; primary purpose of service provisions is to guarantee that
the D gets notice of the suit

C. Due process and requirements of notice
a. Due process- 14th amendment
b. Mullane- written notice of written notice with the jd is the classic form of notice

always adequate in any proceeding, alt. Means adequate when written form is
impractical.

c. Notice must reasonably convey the require information and it must afford a
reasonable time for those interested to make their appearance

d. Due process does not guarantee that notice will be received, if P learned that a
reasonable effort to give notice failed it may be required to do more

6. Personal Jurisdiction: The contemporary framework



A. Due process and minimum contacts
a. P. 763-776 Jurisdiction over corporate Ds

i. States enacted requirements that all corps engaging in business within the
state’s boarders register and appoint agents for service of process, if they
fail to do this it would be deemed impliedly to have consented to service
on a state official- businesses don’t have rights under the privileges and
immunities clause

ii. Doctrine of corporate presence- a corp was present wherever it engaged in
a sufficient amount of activities and it could therefore be served like a
natural person who was present in the state (transient principle)

iii. Continuous and substantial commercial activity was necessary to
constitute presence

b. Shift to minimal contacts and International Shoe- due process requires only that in
order to subject the D to a judgment in personam if he is not present within the
territory of the forum, he must have certain minimum contacts so that the
maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice

i. Presence in the state is achieved when there have been continuous and
systematic activities within the state- corporation is present if it 1) does
business there and/or 2) has employees there. You cannot be served if you
do not have contacts there.

ii. Shoe- to the extent that a corporation exercises the privilege of conducting
activities within the forum state, it enjoys the benefits and protection of
the laws of that state (ex. Police protection, roads)- international shoe was
using sales people to do their business in the forum state and that was
enough

iii. Mcgee v. International Life Ins.- International Life Ins. (tax insurer) was
subject to jd in CA because there were contacts in CA and it doesn’t
matter if it was just one person (life insurance usually involves a long
relationship between the insurer and the client). The benefits CA provides
to International Life places Int. Life under the jd of CA law. Court found
personal jd over Int. Life in CA because the policy/relationship with
Lowell provided a contact and the suit directly related to Int. Life.

B. State long arm statutes
a. P. 778-80 the states’ response to long arm statutes

i. Point is to authorize a state court to have personal jd over someone who is
in a different (extends beyond the state)

ii. IL long arm statute- 1) any person, whether or not a citizen/resident of this
state, who in person or through an agent does any of the facts herein
enumerated thereby submits said person and, if an individual, his personal



representative, to the jd of the courts of this state as to any cause of action
arising from the doing of any said acts:

1. The transaction of any business within the state
2. The commission of a tortious act within the state (place of injury)
3. The ownership, use, or possession of any real estate in this state
4. Contracting to insure any person, property, or risk located within

this state at the time of contracting
b. FRCP 4(k)(1)(A) territorial limits of effective service

1. In general- serving a summons or filing a waiver of service
establishes personal jd over a D:

a. Who is subject to the personal jd of a court of general jd in
the state where the district court is located (ex. Federal
district court has personal jd in serving a summons or filing
a waiver of service when the state court would do it in that
way- what rules are the states complying with)

C. Seizure of property in forum state
a. P. 874-884 Shaffer v. Heitner- stockholders sues the corporations because the

Greyhound officers were acting corruptly/illegally, and they brought the suit in De
because Greyhound Inc. was there. Ps used quasi in rem to seize stock instead of
land. (involved an absent D, so you go with the contacts instead of seizing
property the D has in the forum state)

i. Situs- place to which, for purposes of legal jd or taxation, a property
belongs; sequester- take legal possession of assets until a debt has been
paid or other claims have been met

ii. International Shoe rule- Ds did not have sufficient contacts with DE to
sustain jd of that state’s courts

iii. Quasi in rem jd traditionally based on attachment or seizure of property
present in the jd, not on contacts between the D and the state- lack of
contacts claim was unimportant

iv. Personal jd- relationship among the D, the forum, and the litigation- does
it offend the traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice

D. Personal service of process in forum state
a. P. 774-84 - Hanson v. Denckla (trust set up in DE, woman from PA who moved to

Fl and died there)
i. Purposeful availment- essential that there be some act by which te D

purposefully avails itself of the privilege of conducting activities within
the forum state, thus invoking itself of the protections and benefits of its
laws

ii. Here, the trustee maintained a long-term relationship with Dora and
continued sending her $ after she moved, trustee didn’t care where she



was- so they couldn’t have purposefully availed itself to the state- D has to
act with purposeful availment with enacting state laws

b. Burnham v. Superior Ct- whether the due process clause denies CA jd over a
non-resident who was personally served with process while temporarily in that
state in a suit unrelated to his activities in the state- court held it was a valid
predicate for in personam jd because the D was present in the forum and
personally served with process

i. Shoe- state court’s assertion of personal jd satisfies the due process clause
if it does not violate the traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice- traditionally, state court had jd over a non-resident physically
present in the state no matter how short- now, personal service sufficed
without regard to length of stay or whether the cause of action was related
to his activities there

ii. Shoe- in absence of continuous and systematic contacts with the forum
state a nonresident D can be subjected to judgment only as to matters that
arise out of or relate to his contacts- related minimum contacts may take
the place of physical presence as a basis for jd

iii. Burnham was personally served with process when he was physically in
the forum state, don’t need to resort to contacts

iv. Transient rule- D voluntarily present in a particular state today would be
clear notice that he is subject to suit in the forum; by visiting the forum
state, a transient D avails himself of significant benefits provided by the
state

v. Forum non conveniens- out of state P may use state courts in all
circumstances in which those courts would be available to state citizens

vi. Opinion of the court- considered to be legally binding- majority must
agree on 1) judgment and 2) rationale

vii. Announced the judgment and delivered the opinion- not considered to be
legally binding: 1) judgment (majority for judgement, not rationale) and 2)
rationale (justices disagreed on rationale to the judgment) - personal
service of process considered to be enough for federal courts in all states

viii. Personal jurisdiction: 1) long arm statute of the state and 2) due process
(1-6, excluding 3 after Shaffer/Burnham)

E. Purposeful availment and the forum state
a. P. 808-20 Burger King v. Rudzewicz- FL long arm statute choice of law provision

(Burger King citizen of FL only, Rudzewicz went to BK, BK didn’t go to them-
like how Int. Life reached out to McGee)

i. Shoe- due process protects an individual’s liberty interest in not being
subject to binding judgment of a forum which he has no meaningful
contacts, ties, or relations



ii. Shaffer- fair warning that an activity may subject them to the jd of a
foreign state. Fair warning is satisfied if the D has purposefully directed
his activities at residents in the forum (Keeton) and litigation arises from
injuries that arise out of or relate to those activities (Hall)

iii. Worldwide Volkswagen- due process gives a degree of predictability that
allows potential Ds to structure their primary conduct with some minimum
assurance where their conduct will and will not render them liable to suit-
foreseeability of causing injury in another forum is not sufficient for
exercising personal jd, foreseeability that Ds conduct and connection with
the forum state must be such that he should anticipate being held into
court there.

iv. Forum state doesn’t extend jd if it asserts personal jd over a corporation
that delivers products with the expectation that they’ll be bought by
consumers in the forum state and those products may injure forum
consumers- parties who reach out beyond one state and create continuous
relationships and obligations with citizens of another state are subject to
regulations and sanctions in the other state for the consequences of their
activities (McGee)

v. Rudzewicz had evidence of him purposefully availing himself of the
benefits of FL’s law (ex. Buying of equipment, reaching out to BK,
20-year contract with BK in FL - contacts). When a state has jd over a
non-resident: when he purposefully directs his activities toward a forum
resident, the state has a manifest interest in providing its residents a
convenient forum for redressing injuries inflicted by out of state actors and
where individuals purposefully derive benefit from their interstate
activities

vi. Purposeful availment- D must have a substantial connection with the
forum state, D has deliberately engaged in activities in the state and has
continuous obligations between himself and residents of the forum-
absence of physical contacts can’t defeat personal jd so long as a
commercial actor’s efforts are purposefully directed towards residents of
that state (forum choice of law rules) - relates to the state, not to any entity
in the state. BK: Personal Jd 1) state statute ex. FL long arm statute, 2) due
process ex. Does Rudzewicz have contacts in FL

b. P. 776-77 Gray v. American Radiator- Am.is shipping products to contractors in
IL, P is injured by products - purposeful availments

i. Stream of commerce theory- if a commercial actor puts its products into
the stream of commerce with the exception that they will be marketed in
the forum it may be sued in the forum for injuries allegedly resulting there



ii. Stream of commerce approach- establish a contact in the forum state
through purposeful availment. One can infer purpose from what they
know will happen (ex. Titan will/has reason to believe that the valves they
sell to Am. in PA may be sold in the outside states- IL in this case)

c. P.784-96 Refining the minimum contacts analysis, Worldwide Volk. v. Woodson
(Robinson family) - every seller in the chain is liable for a defect. Non-resident
auto retailer and its wholesale distributor in a products liability action- Ds only
connection with OK is the fact that an auto sold in NY to NY residents became
involved in an accident in OK. Robinson family wanted to stay in state court- P
says that if D can foresee it, they’re accountable

i. Auto driving through OK may be foreseeable, but foreseeability alone is
not sufficient for personal jd under due process clause. Mere unilateral
activity of those who claim some relationship with a non-resident D
cannot satisfy the requirement of contacts with the forum state

ii. Marshall and Blackmun dissent- intended use of auto is to travel.
Distributor of autos to multi-state market who makes himself part of a
nationwide network of dealerships can fairly expect that cars they sell may
cause injury in distant states and that they may be called to defend a
resulting lawsuit there- there are sufficient contacts with OK

iii. Brennan dissent- due process is fair and reasonable where the state has an
interest and where P has convenience - Ds contacts in forum state are not
as relevant. Autos are intended to move around and does move to states
where the dealer doesn’t do direct business and the sale of an auto does
purposefully inject the vehicle into the stream of interstate commerce so
that it can travel to distant states- Intl. Shoe may be outdated because
businesses cannot assume their goods will remain in the business’s locality

iv. End consumer is the customer who buys the vehicle from the dealership
(ex. Robinson family)

d. P. 799-800 WW Volk.- court says due process permits jd over a corporation that
delivers its products into the stream of commerce with the expectation that they
will be purchased by consumers in the forum state (Gray) - stream of commerce
theory

e. P. 823-35 J. McIntyre v. Nicastro- machines shipped from UK to OH and then
shipped to NJ by Mc. Kennedy announced the judgment- no opinion of the court,
you can’t get to purposeful availment with just the stream of commerce approach.
You must target that specific state (purposeful targeting), stream of commerce
does not and will not ever occur

i. Personal jd requires a forum-by-forum, or sovereign-by-sovereign,
analysis- whether the D has followed a course of conduct directed at the
society or economy existing within the jd of a given sovereign, so that the



sovereign has the power to subject the D to judgment concerning that
conduct

ii. Breyer- not appropriate for the court to be making an opinion on the
theory of stream of commerce, no regular flow of sales to NJ- no stream-
we cannot infer Mc. UK acted with purpose to avail themselves to NJ

iii. Ginsburg, Sotomayor, Kagan dissent- Mc.’s regular attendance at
conventions in US was a purposeful step to reach customers for its
products anywhere in the US and the burden of Mc. UK to defend in NJ is
a reasonable cost of transacting business internationally in comparison to
the burden on Nicastro to go to UK to gain recompense for an injury he
sustained using Mc.’s product at his workplace in NJ. D purposefully
availed itself of the privilege of conducting activities in the US as a whole,
which includes states as smaller components of the whole- purposeful
availment varies from state to state

f. P. 836-39 Asahi- O’Connor insists on stream of commerce plus- D must do more,
D’s awareness of the stream is not enough, no action by Asahi was made that
shows it purposefully availed itself of the CA market. Breyer says a regular flow
or regular course of sale should be required. State interest- NJ cares about its
resident being injured by an outside corporation and has significant interest in
personal jd

i. Plurality- writing for a group with a less than majority opinion.
ii. General jd- if person has contacts that are SO systematic and continuous

that he is essentially at home in the forum state (domicile), he is subject to
general jd there. If a corporation’s HQ is in the state/if it is incorporated in
that state and its contacts are SO systematic and continuous…

iii. Specific jd- 1) purposeful availment inquiry- has the D purposefully
availed itself to the forum state, does it have contacts and 2) does the P’s
claim arise out of or relate to the D’s contacts with the forum state

F. The fairness factors
a. Asahi v. Superior court (Japan supplier of components sends to manufacturer in

Taiwan to be incorporated into product to be sent to CA)- Steps: 1) state statute,
2) due process

i. Federal district court analysis for personal jd (same as state court)- rule
4(k)(1)(A)

ii. Fairness factors: (don’t worry about 4 and 5)
1. Burden on the D
2. Interests of the forum state
3. P’s interest in obtained relief

G. The Calder effects test



a. P. 801-04 Calder v. Jones (National Enquirer FL corp. Wrote story on Jones who
is living and working in CA-

i. Once it’s established that the D has contacts in the forum state, it must
relate to the claims brought by the P. The contact must be with the state,
not a business or person.

ii. Keeton v. Hustler Single publication rule- all damages sustained in al jds
are recoverable in one action

iii. The Calder Effects Test: For a defendant to be subject to personal
jurisdiction under Calder, a defendant must (1) commit an intentional act
(2) that is expressly aimed at the forum state and (3) causes actual harm
that the defendant knows is likely to be suffered in the forum state.

b. Walden v. Fiore- Walden seeking to forfeiture funds and draft an affidavit (he lied
to wrongfully have D’s money taken- tortious act). Different than Calder because
Walden wasn’t intending for harm to occur in NV. Walden’s relevant conduct
occurred entirely in GA and the mere fact that his conduct affected P’s with
connections to forum state does not authorize jd

i. Minimum contacts inquiry in intentional torts cases is the relationship
among the D, the forum, and the litigation (Calder) and the D, not the P or
third parties, must create contacts with the forum state- protects the liberty
of the non-resident D, not interest of the P

H. General personal jurisdiction
a. P. 885-98 Goodyear v. Dunlap Tires (accident in Paris due to defective tire

manufactured in Turkey resulted in death of NC minors)
i. Turkey deposited tires into the stream of commerce with reasonable

expectation that they would reach NC, can say the same to other Ds who
passed the tire along- everyone in the chain of distribution is liable if
stream of commerce works

ii. Courts may assert general jd over foreign (sister-state or foreign-country)
corporations to hear any and all claims about them when their affiliations
with the state are so continuous and systematic as to render them
essentially at home in the forum state

iii. Specific jd depends on an affiliation between the forum state and the
underlying controversy, principally, activity, or occurrence that takes place
in the forum state and is therefore subject to the state’s regulation.
Confined to adjudication of issues deriving from or connected with the
very controversy that establishes jd (P’s claim must arise out of or be
related to D’s contact with the forum state)- single or occasional acts
cannot satisfy purposeful availment

iv. General jd- some courts (ex. Federal courts- specific jd) are allowed only
to hear claims of certain types or involving certain minimum or maximum



amounts, while others are courts of general jd and may hear claims of all
types

I. Specific personal jurisdiction
a. Bristol-Meyers v. Superior Ct Issue- D has purposefully availed itself to CA, but

those contacts are largely unrelated to plavix
i. Sotomayor Dissent- claims are materially identical between Ps from

different states. Non-resident claims should be able to be brought in CA
with CA resident claims because both claims are related to CA (runs
through Asahi fairness factors- D’ interest, P’s interest, State’s interest

b. Ford Motor Co. v. Montana and expansion of personal jd, defect in the car caused
the condition which caused the action (but-for D’s particular conduct in the state,
P would not have a case, didn’t work here). Non-residents claims were unrelated
to resident’s claims.

i. Alito Concurring- people buy a used vehicle because of the infrastructure
set up by Ford (I’ll have a place to go for repairs”)- there IS causation
because of Ford’s activity in the forum state

ii. Gorsuch and Thomas concurring- Didn’t agree with Intl. Shoe, you
shouldn’t presume personal jd exists, the P should have to prove it. P has
to allege he got the vehicle because of Ford’s existing contacts with the
forum state

7. Venue
A. Overview

a. 28 USC 1391(a), (b), and ©
i. (a) Applicability of Section. Except as otherwise provided by law—

1. (1) this section shall govern the venue of all civil actions brought
in district courts of the United States; and

2. (2) the proper venue for a civil action shall be determined without
regard to whether the action is local or transitory in nature.

ii. (b) Venue in General. A civil action may be brought in—
1. (1) a judicial district in which any defendant resides, if all

defendants are residents of the State in which the district is located;
2. (2) a judicial district in which a substantial part of the events or

omissions giving rise to the claim occurred, or a substantial part of
property that is the subject of the action is situated; or

3. (3) if there is no district in which an action may otherwise be
brought as provided in this section, any judicial district in which
any defendant is subject to the court’s personal jurisdiction with
respect to such action.

iii. © Residency. For all venue purposes
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1. (1) a natural person, including an alien lawfully admitted for
permanent residence in the United States, shall be deemed to reside
in the judicial district in which that person is domiciled;

2. (2) an entity with the capacity to sue and be sued in its common
name under applicable law, whether or not incorporated, shall be
deemed to reside, if a defendant, in any judicial district in which
such defendant is subject to the court’s personal jurisdiction with
respect to the civil action in question and, if a plaintiff, only in the
judicial district in which it maintains its principal place of
business; and

3. (3) a defendant not resident in the United States may be sued in
any judicial district, and the joinder of such a defendant shall be
disregarded in determining where the action may be brought with
respect to other defendants.

b. P. 910-17 Venue- focus is whether suit is brought in the correct district, must
establish if venue was correct (burden as P). Defects- place where product was
manufactured. Residency for diversity: 1) US citizen, 2) domicile

i. Purpose of statutorily specified venue is to protect D against risk that P
will select an unfair or inconvenient place of trial (Leroy). Before federal
requirements, states had venue provisions, which look for:

1. Location of property involved in action
2. Place where cause of action arose
3. Location of some particular event/fact
4. D’s residence
5. P’s residence
6. D’s place of business
7. P’s place of business

ii. Bates v. C & S Adjusters (D mailed letter to P’s address in PA and
forwarded it to P in NY, P incurred debt while in PA and D had principal
place of business in PA)- 1391(b)(2)- allows action to be brought in a
judicial district where a substantial part of events’ omissions giving rise
for the claim occurred- congress closed the venue gap

iii. Leroy observation (important precedent for guidance):
1. Purpose of 1966 statute was to close venue gaps
2. General purpose of statute was to protect D against an unfair

inconvenient trial location
3. Location and evidence and witnesses was a relevant factor
4. P’s convenience NOT a relevant factor
5. Only rare cases should be more than 1 district in which a claim can

be said to arise from



B. Transfer of venue (going from one US district to another US district)
a. Proper venue (choice of law rules follow the transfer)- 28 USC 1404(a) change of

venue- For the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the interest of justice, a
district court may transfer any civil action to any other district or division where it
might have been brought or to any district or division to which all parties have
consented.

b. Improper venue (choice of law rules don’t follow the transfer)- 28 USC 1406(a)
cure or waiver of defects- The district court of a district in which is filed a case
laying venue in the wrong division or district shall dismiss, or if it be in the
interest of justice, transfer such case to any district or division in which it could
have been brought.

c. Spaeth v. MSU College of Law- Asahi factors: 1) P’s privilege in choosing forum
and 2) D’s preference of forum

i. Private interest factors (apply to 1404 and 1406)
1. P’s privilege of choosing the forum
2. D’s preferred forum
3. Location where the claim arose
4. Convenience of the parties
5. Convenience of the witnesses, but only to the extent that witnesses

may be unavailable for trial in one of the fora
6. Ease of access to sources of proof

ii. Public interest factors
1. The transferee’s familiarity with the governing law
2. The relative congestion of the courts of the transferor and potential

transferee
3. The local interest in deciding local controversies at home

d. Atlantic Marine Co. v. US District Ct.- when there’s a forum selection clause and
it’s a 1404 transfer, not going to follow this:

i. 1406 improper venue- choice of law rules determined by transferee court,
that court’s choice of law rules will govern (state court’s way)

ii. 1404 proper venue- choice of law rules of transferor court would govern-
foreign court (transferor court=original court)

iii. When there’s a forum selection clause, only consider private interest
factors. Presumption that the case will transfer if private factors are
stacked and at least one public factor is met. Given when convenient to P,
but court in contractually forum selection clause gives P no benefit even
when in home forum

C. Forum non conveniens
a. P. 917-30 Piper Aircraft Co. v. Reyno- forum non conveniens- not convenient,

should not go here (ex. State to foreign district)
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i. Alternative forum is less favorable to P in this case, law applied should be
American. But P may not defeat motion to dismiss on grounds of forum
non conveniens merely by showing that a substantive law that would be
applied in the alternative court is less favorable to P. This would
encourage forum shopping.

8. Preclusion
A. Overview

a. P. 1199-1202 - doctrines of claim and issue preclusion apply only to final
judgments- preclusive effects of judgments

i. Res judicata- totality of preclusion doctrines (transactional test for
defining the same claim) (loosely)- refers to the prohibition on relitigating
a claim that has already been litigated and gone to judgement - claim
preclusion (claim splitting). Claim Preclusion- res judicata- Doesn’t
prevent claims from a different party:

1. Same parties
2. Same cause of action (common nucleus of operative fact)
3. In first action, has to be judgment on the merits- goes to substance

of the claims P is bringing
ii. Merger- when a party obtains a final personal judgment in its favor, its

claim is extinguished and merged into the judgment and precludes further
litigation on the same claim (apply only when the 2nd action is based on
the same claim or cause of action and forecloses relitigating of issues that
were necessarily decided by the court

iii. Bar- when a party suffers a judgment against it, the claim is also
extinguished, and the party is barred by the judgment from litigating the
same claim (precludes litigating of the claim without regard to what issues
were litigated in the first suit)

iv. Collateral estoppel- only precludes litigation of issues that were actually
litigated and decided by the court in the first suit.

v. Flexibility of joinder of claims and parties at opening stage of litigation
may influence attitude towards the fairness of preclusion after the
litigation ends

vi. Final judgments- a judgment that terminates the litigation on the merits
and leaves nothing to be done but to enforce by execution what has been
determined- policy justification for insisting on a final judgment as a
prerequisite to the right to appeal (appeals would be wasteful otherwise)

B. Claim Preclusion (all 3 must be met)
1. Same parties to the prior action (mutuality)
2. Same cause of action (transaction)
3. Judgment on the merits (summary judgment)



b. P. 1202-10 Claim preclusion (res judicata) 1) same claim or cause of action.
Manego v. Orleans board of trade- board of trade couldn’t do claim preclusion but
won on its defense of Noerr-Pennington doctrine. Res Judicata- Once judgment is
entered if you forget to assert a defense, it’s too late now. You can only appeal
what was already decided (same with counterclaims). The underlying facts of
both transactions were the same or substantially similar- Manego was required to
include all possible defenses in the first suit (claim preclusion)

i. Transactional definition of underlying claim/cause of action:
1. When a valid and final judgment rendered in an action

extinguishes P’s claim pursuant to rules of merger or bar, the claim
extinguished includes all rights of P to remedies against D with
respect to all or any part of the transaction, or series of connected
transactions, out of which the action arose

2. What factual grouping constitutes a transaction or series to be
determined by comparing factual allegations to determine whether
the facts are related in time, space, origin, or motivation, whether
they form a convenient trial unit, whether their treatment as a unit
conforms to the parties’ expectations- whether the claims derive
from the same nucleus of operative facts (transactional test)

c. P. 1215-17 Other action pending
i. Repetitive or duplicative suits- when parties file 2 or more suits on the

same cause of action in different courts which are pending at the same
time

ii. Other action pending defense- seeking dismissal if there’s another action
of the same issue, federal court may apply preclusion principles, or D may
seek to enjoin the opposing party from prosecuting the repetitive suit or
seek an order staying the repetitive suit pending completion of the 1st suit

iii. Application of res judicata to Ds-
1. Counterclaims- all aspects subject to rules of claim preclusion-

exception (rare) when D cannot obtain full recovery on his
counterclaims (as in court of limited jd which D couldn’t remove
the case)- merger shouldn’t apply to prevent a second suit for the
amount not recoverable

a. Compulsory counterclaim- arising out of the same
transaction or occurrence of the claim that shares common
facts with defense raised by D, economy concerns, and
interest inconsistent judgments favor requiring D to raise
counterclaim or lose it

b. (Permissive) counterclaim- preclusions may still appear
under summon law compulsory counterclaims if D refrains



from setting up a (permissive) counterclaim- when the
relationship between counterclaim and P’s claim is such
that successful prosecution of the 2nd action would nullify
the initial judgment or would impair rights established in
the initial action

C. Issue Preclusion (need all 4)
i. Federal court got rid of mutuality

1. Same issue
2. Issue was actually litigated/decided
3. Issue was necessary to judgment
4. The party against whom the preclusion is sought had a full/fair

opportunity to litigate in the first action
b. P. 1252-55 Same issue litigated - Little v. Blue Goose- when a material fact in any

litigation has been determined in a former suit between the same parties or
between parties with whom parties to subsequent suit are in privy, where the fact
was also material to the issue

c. P. 1269-75 alternative grounds for decision- Halpern v. Schwartz- collateral
estoppel, prior judgment precludes any reconsideration of the issues concluded
(with certain narrow exceptions)

d. P. 1293-1309 mutuality of estoppel - Parkland Hosiery v. Shore- collateral
estoppel has 2 purposes:

1. Protect litigants from burden of litigating identical issues
2. Promote judicial economy by preventing needless litigation

ii. Limitations of mutuality of parties- opportunity to relitigate identical
issues with new parties (criticized for not recognizing difference between
position of a party who never litigated an issue and one who has fully
litigated an issue and lost)

iii. Offensive nonmutual collateral estoppel- need to consider:
1. Wait and see P
2. Inconsistent judgments
3. Lack of procedural posture
4. Disincentive to litigate vigorously

iv. Defensive issue preclusion
9. Joinder

A. Joinder of claims
a. FRCP 18(a) joinder of claims- In General. A party asserting a claim,

counterclaim, crossclaim, or third-party claim may join, as independent or
alternative claims, as many claims as it has against an opposing party.

b. FRCP 42(b) consolidation; separate trials- Separate Trials. For convenience, to
avoid prejudice, or to expedite and economize, the court may order a separate trial



of one or more separate issues, claims, crossclaims, counterclaims, or third-party
claims. When ordering a separate trial, the court must preserve any federal right to
a jury trial.

B. Counterclaim and crossclaims
a. FRCP 13(a), (b), (g) crossclaim and counterclaim-

i. (a) Compulsory Counterclaim.
1. (1) In General. A pleading must state as a counterclaim any claim

that—at the time of its service—the pleader has against an
opposing party if the claim:

2. (A) arises out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject
matter of the opposing party's claim; and

3. (B) does not require adding another party over whom the court
cannot acquire jurisdiction.

4. (2) Exceptions. The pleader need not state the claim if:
5. (A) when the action was commenced, the claim was the subject of

another pending action; or
6. (B) the opposing party sued on its claim by attachment or other

process that did not establish personal jurisdiction over the pleader
on that claim, and the pleader does not assert any counterclaim
under this rule.

ii. (b) Permissive Counterclaim. One that does not arise out of the same
transaction or occurrence

iii. (g) Crossclaim Against a Coparty. (co-Ps, c- Ds, or co-third-party Ds).
Limited to claims arising out of the transaction or occurrence that’s the
subject matter of the original action or of a counterclaim therein or related
to any property that is the subject matter of the original action

C. Permissive joinder of parties
a. FRCP 20(a) Permissive joinder of parties- Persons Who May Join or Be Joined.

i. (1) Plaintiffs. Persons may join in one action as plaintiffs if:
1. (A) they assert any right to relief jointly, severally, or in the

alternative with respect to or arising out of the same transaction,
occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences; (only if
logically related) and

2. (B) any question of law or fact common to all plaintiffs will arise
in the action.

b. FRCP 21 Misjoinder and Nonjoinder of parties- Misjoinder of parties is not a
ground for dismissing an action. On motion or on its own, the court may at any
time, on just terms, add or drop a party. The court may also sever any claim
against a party.



c. Spaeth v. MSU College of Law- the court may sever claims if parties are joined
improperly- if the rule 20 test is not satisfied, then Ds are not properly joined and
the claims against them can be severed under Rule 21. Spaeth’s claims do not
raise common questions of law or fact, Spaeth is the only common factor in his
claims, there is no connection between the Ds because they each separately
denied his application.

d. P. 276-78 Insolia v. Phillip Morris- P’s claims don’t relate to or arise out of the
same incident and the nature of their injuries is different, too much difference in
time and event, claims not logically related. (Rule 20)

D. Impleader of third-party defendants
a. FRCP 14(a), (b) Third party practice

i. 14(a) When a defending party may bring in a third party- allows the
impleader of a person who is or may be liable to third party P for all or
part of P’s claims against the third-party P- third party P’s claims need not
be based on same theory of the main claim and impleader is proper even
though third-party D’s liability is not automatically established once
third-party P’s liability to original P has been determined

ii. (b) When a Plaintiff May Bring in a Third Party. When a claim is asserted
against a plaintiff, the plaintiff may bring in a third party if this rule would
allow a defendant to do so.

1. Contribution- we are each responsible for a part of the liability
2. Indemnity- you cover me fully for the liability

b. P. 298-304 Impleader Rule 14 - Clark v. Associates Commercial Corp.-
i. Implead- right of a D to bring in a new party who may be liable for P’s

claim against it, under the third-party practice
ii. Proper third-party complaint- doesn’t depend on existence of a duty on

part of the third-party D toward the P- impleader proper only if third party
D is or may be liable to the third-party P for all or part of P’s claims
against third party P

10. Pleading claims and defenses
A. The short and plain statement requirement

a. FRCP 8(a) General rules of pleading- Requires only that P provide a short and
plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief. Once
you have a valid initial claim, other claims can be brought (may face issues later)

b. P. 136-39 Describing and testing P’s claim
i. Gibson- complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state a claim

unless it appears beyond a reasonable doubt that the P can prove no set of
facts to support his claim which would entitle him relief. P just had to
prove some sort of facts to support his claim to entitle him to relief

c. P. 197-209



i. Bell Atlantic v. Twombley- Legal conclusions/conclusory statements-
court doesn’t accept as true, “it kind of disregards them”- do not consider
them to determine whether pleader is entitled to relief. The court is not
looking for probability of a claim (how likely a claim has merit), but
looking for more than possibility, looking for whether it’s plausible

1. Factual content- must be enough to make the claim plausible
ii. Ashcroft v. Iqbal- legal conclusions not treated as true, you need your

basis before you file your claim
B. Pre-answer motions (SMJ can’t be waived/deferred, must be dismissed if lacking SMJ)

a. FRCP 12(a)(1), (b), (g), (h)
i. 12(a)(1) (a) Time to Serve a Responsive Pleading.

1. (1) In General. Unless another time is specified by this rule or a
federal statute, the time for serving a responsive pleading is as
follows: (A) A defendant must serve an answer:

a. (i) within 21 days after being served with the summons and
complaint; or

b. (ii) if it has timely waived service under Rule 4(d), within
60 days after the request for a waiver was sent, or within 90
days after it was sent to the defendant outside any judicial
district of the United States.

ii. 12(b) How to Present Defenses. Every defense to a claim for relief in any
pleading must be asserted in the responsive pleading if one is required.
But a party may assert the following defenses by motion:

1. (1) lack of subject-matter jurisdiction;
2. (2) lack of personal jurisdiction;
3. (3) improper venue;
4. (4) insufficient process;
5. (5) insufficient service of process;
6. (6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; and
7. (7) failure to join a party under Rule 19.
8. A motion asserting any of these defenses must be made before

pleading if a responsive pleading is allowed. If a pleading sets out
a claim for relief that does not require a responsive pleading, an
opposing party may assert at trial any defense to that claim. No
defense or objection is waived by joining it with one or more other
defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or in a motion

iii. 12(g) Joining Motions. (1) Right to Join. A motion under this rule may be
joined with any other motion allowed by this rule.

1. (2) Limitation on Further Motions. Except as provided in Rule
12(h)(2) or (3), a party that makes a motion under this rule must

https://www.law.cornell.edu/rules/frcp#rule_4_d
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not make another motion under this rule raising a defense or
objection that was available to the party but omitted from its earlier
motion

iv. 12(h) Waiving and Preserving Certain Defenses.
1. (1) When Some Are Waived. A party waives any defense listed in

Rule 12(b)(2)–(5) by:
a. (A) omitting it from a motion in the circumstances

described in Rule 12(g)(2); or
b. (B) failing to either:

i. (i) make it by motion under this rule; or
ii. (ii) include it in a responsive pleading or in an

amendment allowed by Rule 15(a)(1) as a matter of
course.

2. (2) When to Raise Others. Failure to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted, to join a person required by Rule 19(b), or to
state a legal defense to a claim may be raised:

a. (A) in any pleading allowed or ordered under Rule 7(a);
b. (B) by a motion under Rule 12(c); or
c. (C) at trial.
d. (3) Lack of Subject-Matter Jurisdiction. If the court

determines at any time that it lacks subject-matter
jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the action

C. Admitting and denying averments
a. FRCP 8(b) (b) Defenses; Admissions and Denials. (1) In General. In responding

to a pleading, a party must:
i. (A) state in short and plain terms its defenses to each claim asserted

against it; and
ii. (B) admit or deny the allegations asserted against it by an opposing party.

D. Affirmative defenses
a. FRCP 8(c) Affirmative Defenses.

i. (1) In General. In responding to a pleading, a party must affirmatively
state any avoidance or affirmative defense

ii. (2) mistaken designation. If a party mistakenly designates a defense as a
counterclaim, or a counterclaim as a defense, the court must, if justice
requires, treat the pleading as though it were correctly designated, and
may impose terms for doing so.

E. Amendments to pleadings
a. FRCP 15(a) Amendments and supplemental pleadings- amendments before trial-

(1) Amending as a Matter of Course. A party may amend its pleading once as a
matter of course within:
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i. (A) 21 days after serving it, or
ii. (B) if the pleading is one to which a responsive pleading is required, 21

days after service of a responsive pleading or 21 days after service of a
motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f), whichever is earlier.

1. (2) Other Amendments. In all other cases, a party may amend its
pleading only with the opposing party's written consent or the
court's leave. The court should freely give leave when justice so
requires.

2. (3) Time to Respond. Unless the court orders otherwise, any
required response to an amended pleading must be made within the
time remaining to respond to the original pleading or within 14
days after service of the amended pleading, whichever is later

b. P. 245-49 Permission to amend, David v. Crompton- Will there be undue
prejudice or will it be unduly delayed? If yes to either, justice doesn’t require
leave (15(b)(2)). D knew it was a Hunter machine and sat on it because it had an
interest (it owned Hunter).

i. 3 responses to factual allegation
1. Admit
2. Deny
3. We lack info, cannot admit or deny.

11. Judgment as a matter of law
A. Summary judgment (post discovery, but pretrial)

a. FRCP 56(a), (b)
i. (a) Motion for Summary Judgment or Partial Summary Judgment. A

reasonable jury could find in favor of P by a preponderance of evidence
that the P has met the burden of persuasion by greater than 50% certainty

ii. (b) Time to File a Motion. Unless a different time is set by local rule or the
court orders otherwise, a party may file a motion for summary judgment at
any time until 30 days after the close of all discovery

b. P. 486-501 Celotex Corp. v. Catrett- can’t get to damages without causation/she
has to prove she CAN win, all factual issues become immaterial if she fails on a
single element. We’ve had our opportunity for discovery and a record has been
established, now what can a reasonable jury do with it?

B. Judgment as a matter of law
a. FRCP 50(a)(1), (b) (conditional ruling)

i. 50(a)(1) Judgment as a matter of law- party has been fully heard, court
finds a reasonable jury could not find for the party, court may:

a. Resolve the issue against the party

https://www.law.cornell.edu/rules/frcp/rule_15#rule_12_b
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b. Grant motion for judgment as a matter of law against party
on a claim or defense that can be maintained/defeated by
finding a favorable judgment for that party

ii. 50(b) renewing the motion after trial- we’d have to have a new trial if
court’s opinion is overturned on appeal (Rule 59), if ruling on renewed
motion, the court may:

1. (1) allow judgment on the verdict, if the jury returned a verdict;
2. (2) order a new trial; or
3. (3) direct the entry of judgment as a matter of law.

b. P. 650-51
i. Trial- to settle disputes of fact/to settle genuine issues of material fact

ii. Material- significant, it matters, has an impact
iii. Burden of persuasion- P must provide sufficient evidence to prove your

facts through preponderance of the evidence.
iv. Preponderance of the evidence- in terms of certainty more likely than not-

greater than 50% certainty (ANYTHING over 50%, ex. 50.01%)
1. Equipoise- 50/50 certainty for P and D

v. Beyond a reasonable doubt- 90-100%, doesn’t have to be 100% certainty
vi. Judgment on the pleadings- post pleadings, pre discovery. What if the

parties don’t have any material facts in dispute- don’t need discovery,
court can make a decision (judgment as a matter of law)

vii. Directed verdicts (during trial) (no longer federal court)- P has failed to
offer sufficient evidence to prove its facts by a preponderance of evidence
(ex. P already at trial, summary judgment not available). When a court
finds that a reasonable jury could not reasonably find for P with greater
than 50% certainty (jury not needed, D will win).

viii. Judgment Not withstanding verdict (NOV)- after verdict, court will render
NOV for D even if jury found for P if there wasn’t reasonable evidence for
a jury to find for P


